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Do looks matter? Ac-
cording to Newsweek, 
Allure and the findings of 
a Cornell University study, 
beauty may be more than 
skin deep.

Both Newsweek and Cor-

nell found that beauty may 
have an impact on individ-
ual’s earnings.

While children may be 
taught not to judge a book 
by its cover, the “halo 
effect” is prevalent in the 
minds of Americans. 

Newsweek’s survey 
found that 63 percent of 

Americans thought good 
looks were a factor in a 
male employee’s hiring and 
72 percent believed beauty 
played a part in women’s. 

David Buss, Professor 
of Psychology at the Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin, 
said that media is not just 
full of faces, but “attrac-

tive faces.” Buss’s research 
approaches the biological 
basis for the evolutionary 
differences between men 
and women.

Part of Buss’s research 
focuses on what informa-
tion humans gather from 

Laina Yost
Managing Editor 

President Donald Trump is 
looking to fill the empty seat 
on the Supreme Court with a 
nomination his own party can 
get behind.

President Trump chose 
Judge Neil Gorsuch to the 
United States Supreme Court 
on some date.

His nomination was much 
anticipated as Democrats 
have been looking to strike 
back at Republicans since 
former President Barack 
Obama’s nomination, Merrick 
Garland, was never voted in.

At this point, no Democrat 
has threatened to filibuster, 
however, Senate Democratic 
leader Chuck Schumer said 
that he had “serious doubts” 
about Gorsuch in an inter-
view with CNN.

“Make no mistake, Senate 
Democrats will not simply al-
low but require an exhaustive, 
robust, and comprehensive 
debate on Judge Gorsuch’s 
fitness to be a Supreme Court 
Justice,” Schumer said.

After Supreme Court Jus-
tice Antonin Scalia’s death 
in 2016, the court was left 
with a 4 - 4 split with half 
the justices more likely to 
vote conservatively and the 
other half more likely to vote 
liberally.

Gorsuch could tilt the 
scales in favor of conserva-

SCOTUS 
nominee 
picked

SCOTUS continued on page 2

Beauty continued on page 12

BEAUTY AND THE BIAS
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Gorsuch to follow in Scalia’s footsteps
tives once again with Justice 
Kennedy being the tiebreaker.

With President Trump’s 
inauguration, it was highly 
expected that he would select 
a conservative to the court.

Gorsuch ruled in favor of 
the religious freedoms claim 
made by the owners of Hobby 
Lobby on the Affordable Care 
Act that required them to pay 
for contraceptive coverage for 
their employees.

Although some have point-
ed to this ruling as evidence 
of Gorsuch being pro-life, he 
has never ruled directly on 
the subject of abortion; he has 
hinted that he believes life 
begins at conception.

He has also criticized the 
practice of assisted suicide 
citing the “intrinsic value” of 
human life.

Gorsuch has chided Pres-
ident Trump for calling the 
Washington judge who ruled 
against the immigration ban a 
“so-called judge.”

In a private session with a 
Democratic Senator, Gorsuch 
called President Trump’s 
comments “disheartening” 
and “demoralizing.”

President Trump said on 
Twitter that Gorsuch’s views 

were being misrepresented, 
which is a sentiment that the 
White House Press Secretary 
echoed.

“The judge was very clear 
that he was not commenting 
on any specific matter, and 
that he was asked about his 
general philosophy,” Spicer 
told reporters during a brief-
ing. 

“So you can’t then take 
that and equate it back to the 
specific. He literally went 
out of his way to say I’m not 
commenting on a specific 
instance.”

Former Senator Kelly 
Ayotte, who is a part of the 
confirmation process issued a 
statement that disagreed with 
President Trump’s view.

“While he made clear he 
was not referring to any 
specific case, he said that 
he finds any criticism of a 
judge’s integrity and inde-
pendence disheartening and 
demoralizing.”

Some have pointed to Gor-
such’s comments as his way 
of distancing himself from 
President Trump and allaying 
concerns from Democrats 
and Republicans.

Schumer then criticized 
Gorsuch for not being vo-
cal enough about President 

Trump.
“To whisper to a senator 

but to refuse to say anything 
public is not close to a good 
enough show on indepen-
dence. So from my view, 
not a good start for Judge 
Gorsuch. Not a good start,” 
Schumer said on the Senate 
floor.

Gorsuch has been com-
pared to Scalia, the seat he is 
replacing in both his philoso-
phy and his writing style.

Gorsuch considers himself 
an originalist, which follows 
Scalia originalism. An orig-
inalist has “the view that the 
Constitution should be inter-
preted in accordance with its 
original meaning — that is, 
the meaning it had at the time 
of its enactment,” according 
to the Center for the Study of 
Constitutional Originalism.

While Scalia’s style of writ-
ing could be scathing at time, 
Gorsuch takes a much more 
mild manner in his writing. 
However, people have point-
ed to the similarities in their 
writing as both of them are 
described as “lively.”

Gorsuch, who is 49, is the 
youngest person to ever be 
nominated for this position 
and it would be expected that 
he would remain appointed 

for a long time.
Gorsuch voiced his views 

on a judge’s work last week 
that showed some of his phi-
losophy on his decisions and 
rulings.

“It is the role of judges to 
apply, not alter, the work of 
the people’s representatives,” 
Gorsuch said. “A judge who 
likes every outcome he reach-
es is very likely a bad judge, 
stretching for results he pre-
fers rather than those the law 
demands.”

Gorsuch clerked for two 
Supreme Court Justices and 
clerked at the second most 
important appeals court in 
the country.

With a Republican majority 
in the Senate, it is likely that 
Gorsuch will be confirmed 
to the seat, but it may not be 
without a hard fought battle 
between Democrats and Re-
publicans.

Clarion celebrates 40th 
year with four awards
Clarion Staff

The Clarion recently won 
some awards from the Ohio 
Newspaper Association for the 
past year.

The Clarion placed second 

in their category for News 
Coverage. They beat out The 
Ohio State University, Univer-
sity of Toledo, Youngstown 
University and the University 
of Cincinnati. 

Bev Keller, the judge for 

News Coverage said, “Great 
graphics and good marriages 
of items to stories.”

Barton Kleen, the Clari-
on’s Executive Editor, placed 
third for In-depth Reporting, 
specifically for the “Caught in 
the act: Academic infidelity” 
story done last year.

“The initial impression- that 
this was going to be just an-
other boring student cheating 
story - was quickly dispelled 
in the very first paragraph. 
‘Caught in the act: Academic 
Infidelity’ is a thought-pro-
voking examination of the 
high cost of cheating and the 
consequential impact on the 
classroom and ethics,” Bob 
Krumm, the judge, said.

“The ‘confessions of a 
college cheater’ segment was 
particularly enlightening. This 
was, without question, a level 
of reporting exceeding what 
I’ve seen by some these stu-
dents’ professional peers.”

Gabrielle Sharp, the former 
Executive Editor, won third 
for her contributions to Arts 

and Entertainment.
“Very well written piec-

es about interesting, local, 
lesser-known art mediums. 
Wonderful use of color, great 
photos and attention grabbing 
layout,” the judges said.

The Clarion also placed 
third within their division for 
best website.

The Clarion was placed in 
Division One which based 
upon school size and com-
petes with Ohio University, 
The Ohio State University, 
Youngstown University, Uni-
versity of Cincinnati and the 
University of Toledo.

Those schools, along with 
Sinclair Community College, 
have an undergrad enrollment 
of 10,000 or more students.

This is the first time the 
Clarion, which is celebrating 
40 years in 2017, has placed 
for four awards and it was 
done so under the leadership 
of Avainte Saunders, the Clar-
ion’s advisor and Sinclair’s 
journalism professor.

Kleen and Sharpe accepted 

their awards at the Polaris Hil-
ton in Columbus at the Ohio 
Collegiate Newspaper and 
Best Website Awards.

While at the awards, Kleen 
and Sharpe had the opportu-
nity to sit at a student round 
table where they spoke and 
interacted with other student 
journalists such as The Ohio 
State University’s the Lantern 
and Cedarville University’s 
Cedars.

ONA will possibly change 
their name in 2017 to the Ohio 
Newspaper and Media Asso-
ciation.

“The name change is not 
intended to signify an aban-
donment of our heritage as 
the ‘Ohio Newspaper Asso-
ciation,’ but instead, to build 
upon that foundation, and rich 
tradition, to signal the broad-
ening of our scope,” said Bill 
Southern, the ONA Board of 
Trustees.

The decision is awaiting 
approval from their Board of 
Trustees.

Jeri Hensley | Graphic Designer

REACH builds on similarities
Laina Yost
Managing Editor 

Exposing more 
similarities than 
differences is the 
goal of the REACH 
Across Dayton 
conference, accord-
ing to Tess Little, 
coordinator of 
REACH.

REACH, which 
stands for Realiz-
ing Ethnic Aware-
ness and Cultural 
Heritage Across 
Dayton, will their 
24th conference at 
Sinclair.

“I started this 
program 
24 years 
ago to 
help 
my and 
students 
and to 
under-
stand 
that 
there 
are 
more 
similari-
ties than 
differ-
ences 
and to 
acknowledge that 
there are differenc-
es, but to under-
stand that if you 
have a foundation 
to work toward 
that you can, when 
those differences 
arise, solve those 
differences,” Little 
said.

According to 
Little, the confer-
ence aims to teach 
attendees about 
how to be connect-
ed within different 
ethnicities.

“In the spirit of 
connectedness and 
I think that we are 
all connected we 
just need to find the 
ways we are con-
nected,” she said.

According to 
Little, people want 
to figure out their 
connections with 
other people which 
the conference 

SCOTUS continued from front

The White House | Wikimedia
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REACH builds on similarities5 little ways to stop being stressed 
and start being on timeLaina Yost

Managing Editor 

Exposing more 
similarities than 
differences is the 
goal of the REACH 
Across Dayton 
conference, accord-
ing to Tess Little, 
coordinator of 
REACH.

REACH, which 
stands for Realiz-
ing Ethnic Aware-
ness and Cultural 
Heritage Across 
Dayton, will their 
24th conference at 
Sinclair.

“I started this 
program 
24 years 
ago to 
help 
my and 
students 
and to 
under-
stand 
that 
there 
are 
more 
similari-
ties than 
differ-
ences 
and to 
acknowledge that 
there are differenc-
es, but to under-
stand that if you 
have a foundation 
to work toward 
that you can, when 
those differences 
arise, solve those 
differences,” Little 
said.

According to 
Little, the confer-
ence aims to teach 
attendees about 
how to be connect-
ed within different 
ethnicities.

“In the spirit of 
connectedness and 
I think that we are 
all connected we 
just need to find the 
ways we are con-
nected,” she said.

According to 
Little, people want 
to figure out their 
connections with 
other people which 
the conference 

hopes to discover.
“People need to 

be connected. Peo-
ple want to figure 
out what they have 
in common. They 
want to establish 
relationships.”

This year the 
conference expects 
to host around 400 
people, 125 of them 
are expected to be 
Sinclair students. 
There will be com-
munity members 
and Sinclair faculty 
present as well.

“This is truly a 
diverse group of 
people who come 

to this. People 
who come from all 
different walks of 
life,” Little said.

According to 
Little, this is not a 
conference about 
diversity, but rather 
what people have 
in common with 
each other and how 
they can relate with 
that.

“It’s not a diver-
sity conference, 
it’s a similarity 
conference. That’s 
what we’re looking 
at. We’re looking 
for is connections. 
It’s easy to talk 
about differences. 
You have to think 
a little harder and 
look for those sim-
ilarities sometimes, 
not always. But it’s 
better to talk about 
those similarities.”

Sinclair profes-
sors will also be a 

part of the event, 
whether they are 
speaking, doing an 
art piece or a part 
of a panel.

“They participate 
every year. They 
love this; they 
come every year… 
There’s a whole 
team of people who 
work together to 
make this confer-
ence happen. They 
support this whole-
heartedly,” Little 
said.

The conference 
will last the entire 
the day and the 
charge to attend is 

$50.
“It’s a fun, fun 

day. We have sto-
rytelling, all these 
things students 
can choose from to 
attend.”

The event will 
take place on Fri-
day, February 24. It 
will feature guest 
speaker Dr. Bever-
ly Rodgers, Provost 
and Vice President 
of Academic Af-
fairs at MacMurray 
College in Jackson-
ville, Illinois. 

There will be 
several different 
panels and events 
for students to 
choose from that 
cover a variety of 
topics such as Latin 
American culture, 
a musical concert 
and storytelling 
and the African 
American Male 
Initiative.

R.E.A.C.H. Across Dayton | Facebook

JESHOOTS | Pexels

Susie Moore
greatist.com 

I once had a boss, let’s call 
her Natalie, who was per-
petually late. She would race 
into the office every morning, 
stressed and disheveled, and 
she’d always have to reschedule 
meetings. I almost had a panic 
attack once when she arrived 
just 17 seconds before our 
flight closed for boarding on an 
important business trip.

I’ve known a few people like 
Natalie, and I always think: 
How do they do it? I mean, 
isn’t it so anxiety-inducing to 
always race against the clock? 
If you take a few minutes for 
preparation and think ahead, 
it’s way easier than contending 
with time as a constant enemy. 
Natalie’s approach didn’t do her 
any favors, that’s for sure. Her 
lack of organization meant she 
never got selected for leader-
ship roles, and she wasn’t 
considered for the promo-
tion she wanted. It wasn’t 
surprising.

The good news is that 
punctuality is not a gene. 
Anyone can master it! 
Yes, even that friend who 
always makes you lose 
your table at the trendy 
new restaurant and the col-
league who is consistently 
10 minutes late to Every. 
Single. Conference. Call.

I have four inboxes, 
a business with sever-
al facets, and I live in a 
non-central part of the city, 
so I am constantly on the 
go. Here’s how I manage 
to stay on (or ahead of) 
schedule 99 percent of the 
time!

1. REFUSE TO TAKE ON 
TOO MUCH.

Overscheduled people 
(guilty!) run the risk of being 
late, because they squeeze 
more into their calendar than 
a 24-hour slot will allow. Hey, 
you can’t fit seven eggs into 
a half-dozen carton without a 
mess. This one simple rule will 
transform your life. Natalie was 
always going to unnecessary 
meetings with unlikely vendors 
and allowing trivial coffee 
dates to run way over their 
finish time within her precious 
working hours.

What can you scratch off the 
agenda before you even begin 

today? Get real with yourself 
here. What can you say “no” to 
in order to give your best to the 
stuff that really matters? You 
know, don’t you? So decline! 
Delete! Reject that caller 
dialing you with an unknown 
number who will hold you up. 
Say “No, thank you,” more than 
“Well, OK.”

2. SET ASIDE A FEW MIN-
UTES TO PLAN.

Look at your day the night 
before or first thing in the 
morning. Where do you have 
to be, and by when? What do 
you have to do, and how long 
will each task take you? All 
you have to do is a bit of time 
budgeting!

Say you have three tasks to 
complete, and two meetings 
that both require a little prep 
and travel time. Schedule an 
approximate time for each of 
the three tasks, and give your-
self some extra padding in case 

you need a little longer than 
you think. Accounting for error 
is not only practical, it allows 
you to zip around without wor-
ry. Bliss!

Now you have a gorgeous, 
on-time day ahead, with zero 
schedule-related stress. It can 
be that simple.

3. HAVE SOME HACKS 
HANDY.

Without dry shampoo, an 
accessory collection that dials 
up a basic black outfit and a 
handbag-ready bright lipstick, 
getting ready would take me at 
least 30 minutes more per day. 
When you have some time-sav-
ing hacks in your life, your 

appearance remains strong in a 
fraction of the time.

Someone once taught me to 
decide my outfit for the next 
day on my commute home ev-
ery evening. Figure out what’s 
clean and what will work with 
the weather to make the next 
morning that much smoother.

4. START BATCHING.
Whether you’re planning 

Instagram updates, sending 
emails or even make-ahead 
meals for the week, batching is 
a time-saver. Once you’re in a 
shopping, writing or social me-
dia mindset, optimize that by 
thinking a few days or a week 
out. When you’re already at 
Whole Foods, could you satisfy 
not just your current craving, 
but also make snacks for the 
week? A working mum shared 
with me the secret of batching 
meals, chores and even paying 
bills online. Try it, you won’t 
go back.

5. JUST LIE.
Yes, lie! If late people in your 

life hold you back, tell them 
that the event is an hour before 
it actually is. Tell your perpet-
ually tardy friend that the reser-
vation is for 7 p.m. when it’s 
actually 7:30. I do this with my 
husband a few times a week, 
and I think he secretly doesn’t 
mind. He needs the nudge.

How will you save time this 
week, early bird?
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Kellyanne Conway, advisor 
to the President, is breaking 
the news that no one else has 
dared to do. She is truly going 
places and will someday find 
herself a nice little spot on Fox 
News.

The massacre at Bowling 
Green is truly heartbreaking 
and totally explains why we 
needed a travel ban.

It would be even more 
heartbreaking if it had truly 
happened. However, Kellyanne 
thinks it’s unfair that people 
would give her flack for screw-
ing up facts. First of all, she 
screws up facts all the time, so 
give her a break. This is just 
what she’s been trained to do.

Second of all, people make 
slips of the tongue all the time. 
And according to Kellyane, 
that’s exactly what this one. 
Who doesn’t mess up which 

colleges have had horrific 
shootings?

Kellyanne has said that what 
she meant to say was Bowling 
Green terrorists, instead of 
Bowling Green massacre. Two 
very similar words that are 
very easy to mess up.

However, this isn’t the first 
time that Kellyanne has used 
the words Bowling Green 
massacre. In an interview with 
Cosmopolitan magazine, your 
source of all trusted news and 
information, she described the 
massacre in detail. 

She seems to believe that 
two Iraqi nationals were arrest-
ed for their plotting an attack 
that took U.S. soldiers lives in 
Bowling Green, Kentucky.

In all actuality, two Iraqi 
men were convicted of trying 
to sell weapons to al-Qaida and 
they were also convicted to 
trying to help al-Qaida carry 
out attacks on U.S. soldiers in 
Iraq.

No soldiers were harmed in 

the making of 
the Bowling 
Green massa-
cre.

Kellyanne has since said 
that the media published her 
comments without asking for 
clarification first. And that’s 
really important because 
when you say stupid things on 
national television, it is always 
the media’s fault. 

To Bowling Green, the Pres-
ident sends his condolences to 
those whom they have lost and 
reassures them that banning 
travel to and from Iraq will 
totally prevent people from 
becoming radicalized. 

The real victim in this attack 
though is the truth, which Kel-
lyanne and her soulmate, uh 
President, Donald Trump have 
shot to death multiple times.

There’s the voter fraud, the 
crowd size and this fictitious 
massacre are just some of 
many of the “alternative facts” 
that have been spread.

Meanwhile, Kellyanne and 
her reputation is also taking 
some shots as CNN elected not 
to have her on one of their talk 
shows and many other people 
have been encouraging news 

outlets not to 
interview her.

Of course, 
Kellyanne 
cannot stop 
talking and last 
week, she went 
onto her favor-
ite show in the 
world, Fox and 
Friends, to talk 
about Trump’s 
daughter Ivan-
ka. Ivanka’s 
line was pulled 
from Nordstrom 
and the Donald 
quickly took to 
Twitter to defend 
and immediate-
ly sent out his 
minions to talk 
about it.

Kellyanne decided to violate 
ethics rules and tell people 
to go and buy Ivanka’s stuff, 
which she is not allowed to do 
as a White House employee. 

Kellyanne honestly has no 
idea what she’s doing at this 
point, she’s just saying random 
things so she can run out as 
fast as she possibly can.

If anything, this large media 
debacle has proven one thing. 

Fact checking is very import-
ant. It’s easy to get caught up 
in sharing posts and retweeting 
things, but sometimes the news 
isn’t right.

People like Kellyanne can 
easily spread a mistruth that 
soon gets out of hand. Always 
check the facts for yourself 
because in the era of Trump, 
who knows who is telling the 
truth anymore.

Barton Kleen
Executive Editor 

The person you think you’re 
looking for is likely not the 
person you actually are going 
to love. The person you’re 
actually going to love is real. 
They’re out there, and you can 
meet them. 

Often enough, you’re proba-

bly waiting for 
love--it’s not 
like it might 
not be there. To 

give a little credit 
to myself here, be-
fore I am a cynic; I 
am a romantic.

It just so hap-
pens it’s much 
more conversation-
al to express some-
thing like cynicism 
than it is to muse 
about romance, so 
I often get labeled 
by the former.

I don’t want to 
break it to you, 
but the odds you 
met the one person 
you’re absolutely 
meant to be with 
out of almost 8 

billion is incredibly low. 
Logistically, you have almost 

no shot at meeting that person 
if with add a constraint like 
proximity.

Most of us reading are 
grown-ups, our fairy tale sto-
ries aren’t exactly something 
to count on. Here’s how to deal 
with who you will fall in love 
with, instead.

If I haven’t 
already lost 
you, I’ll explain 

my proposal. If you spend your 
life trying to find your myth-
ically designated true love, I 
suppose that’s romantic.

However, what if you fell in 
love with someone--and loved 
them so much more than this 
person you believed you were 
so fated to meet? How would 
you rationale your love between 
the two?

We often think our romantic 
notions in our early days are 
strongest and most impactful.

 However, I will guarantee 
you that as far as our cognition 
goes--the depths at which we 
understand love in our more ex-
perienced years will trump our 
childish, idealistic versions.

You probably learned about 
math as a child. We spend a lot 
of time just learning numbers. 
While that has its uses, go find 
a math geek and listen to them 
ramble. 

Their investment in their 
mathematical education lead to 
both a further appreciation for 
the concept and an enjoyment 
in its actual practice. 

Isn’t it romantic to think sure, 
you could spend your whole 
life looking for that concept 
that’s so important to you, but 

suddenly it’s not something 
you’d care to do? Not even the 
concept lives up to your actual 
experience.

That’s what’s really romantic 
to me. That’s what brings the 
excitement to social gather-
ings, what keeps you catching 
glances and nervously making 
small talk. 

That’s also what makes 
romantic gestures like surpris-
ing your significant other with 
gifts or unexpected acts of 
kindness have appreciation to 
them. None of those things are 
from childhood and yet they’re 
so effective in communicating 
your love. 

We have a bit of biology 
going against us. While our 
personal coming-of-ages vary, 
we mainly progress through the 
same steps. Our brain doesn’t 
do the sorting out for us. This 
can mean having to cross some 
hurdles from your past. 

The odds are, if I ask you to 
think of that one person, you 
would be able to conjure up that 
person who taught you about 
love--for better or for worse. 
You may still feel like they’re 
that person.

Let’s not forget, romance 
doesn’t exactly care much for 
convenience. Some of you may 
be reading this and have no 

experience with it. Some might 
experience it today. 

Love is often more fickle than 
our honest pursuit of it. 

Those heartstrings of ours 
always manage to get tangled 
up nicely within another’s. 

My point is, that person 
is your primary source for a 
concept that would and should 
evolve with time. You begin to 
scratch at the surface of your 
complexities as you grow; 
many of us spend a lot of time 
itching that. 

I’m going to say that to some 
degree, we all still hold our 
partners--current or poten-
tial--to these standards from 
this person.

This person was your first 
“mover.” They set you in 
motion and had a significant 
impact on the path you’re on 
emotionally. 

What we often don’t rec-
ognize is that although they 
were your first “mover,” we 
are living Rube Goldberg 
machines. That initial move-
ment is important, but we’re 
constantly being moved, shaped 
and directed in life.

I’m all for the wonders of 
imagination, but if love’s some-
thing you really value--you’ve 
got to love what’s real.

Happy Valentine’s Day!

In Life and Liberty
Kellyanne cons her way

Loving what’s real
With Kleen Conscience

Letter to the Editor
 My second childhood:
Being old and a student is so 

awesome.  I feel like I’m learning 
for the first time. My resonance 
is happy because it means I’m 
free to embrace anything and 
ultimately accept or neglect ideas 
based on information rather than 
someone else’s ideas.

As a student at WSU in 1975, 
the campus food was dreadful! 
The cafeteria put powdered 
bleach on worn out veggies to 
refresh them. I know! I worked 
there, and quit in protest.

Nursing school in Florida and 
HIM class at VCU/MCV in Rich-
mond, VA was a crazy march 
to profession. Juggling two full 
time jobs and then family plus 
job was overwhelming. No time 
to actually enjoy life on campus.

Now debt free (due to work) 
and basically living a poverty 
filled life (due to retiring to 
become a caregiver) (and riding 
myself of STUFF), I’m able to 
enjoy the here and now!

This means I can fake time 
to smell educational coffee, and 
generally enjoy just about every-
thing else in life.

Millennials are fabulous. I love 
them. I hope you young students 
don’t embrace my earlier, fancier 
lifestyle; life isn’t a destination.

Even though it is a commuter 
school, this place has amaz-
ing opportunities for personal 
growth. Has anyone ever eaten 
in the cafeteria? I can tell you 
there is NO powdered bleach on 
the baby spinach or the salad bar. 
I’ve discovered Sour Patch Kids 
makes a great dessert following a 
hummus wrap with jalapenos.

Have you seen the show line 
up from the Drama Depart-
ment? Coretta King, A Midnight 
Summer’s Dream and The Toxic 
Avengers are being offered!

The Clarion is a great place for 
students to express themselves. 
Why isn’t there a line out the 
door to students submitting com-
plementary, poems, other arts, 
etc? It’s your paper!

Did you know the school offers 
boxing and scuba diving classes? 
Cooking classes? Holy cow!

Have you really noticed the 
student body? We’re a micro-
cosm of the world! The diversity 
is amazing! I wish someone, 
anyone, would meet with me at 
lunch on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days in the Tartan Market. I want 
to learn about you! As many as 
possible. Learning is much more 
than books, lectures and tests.
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experience with it. Some might 
experience it today. 

Love is often more fickle than 
our honest pursuit of it. 

Those heartstrings of ours 
always manage to get tangled 
up nicely within another’s. 

My point is, that person 
is your primary source for a 
concept that would and should 
evolve with time. You begin to 
scratch at the surface of your 
complexities as you grow; 
many of us spend a lot of time 
itching that. 

I’m going to say that to some 
degree, we all still hold our 
partners--current or poten-
tial--to these standards from 
this person.

This person was your first 
“mover.” They set you in 
motion and had a significant 
impact on the path you’re on 
emotionally. 

What we often don’t rec-
ognize is that although they 
were your first “mover,” we 
are living Rube Goldberg 
machines. That initial move-
ment is important, but we’re 
constantly being moved, shaped 
and directed in life.

I’m all for the wonders of 
imagination, but if love’s some-
thing you really value--you’ve 
got to love what’s real.

Happy Valentine’s Day!

Letter to the Editor
 My second childhood:
Being old and a student is so 

awesome.  I feel like I’m learning 
for the first time. My resonance 
is happy because it means I’m 
free to embrace anything and 
ultimately accept or neglect ideas 
based on information rather than 
someone else’s ideas.

As a student at WSU in 1975, 
the campus food was dreadful! 
The cafeteria put powdered 
bleach on worn out veggies to 
refresh them. I know! I worked 
there, and quit in protest.

Nursing school in Florida and 
HIM class at VCU/MCV in Rich-
mond, VA was a crazy march 
to profession. Juggling two full 
time jobs and then family plus 
job was overwhelming. No time 
to actually enjoy life on campus.

Now debt free (due to work) 
and basically living a poverty 
filled life (due to retiring to 
become a caregiver) (and riding 
myself of STUFF), I’m able to 
enjoy the here and now!

This means I can fake time 
to smell educational coffee, and 
generally enjoy just about every-
thing else in life.

Millennials are fabulous. I love 
them. I hope you young students 
don’t embrace my earlier, fancier 
lifestyle; life isn’t a destination.

Even though it is a commuter 
school, this place has amaz-
ing opportunities for personal 
growth. Has anyone ever eaten 
in the cafeteria? I can tell you 
there is NO powdered bleach on 
the baby spinach or the salad bar. 
I’ve discovered Sour Patch Kids 
makes a great dessert following a 
hummus wrap with jalapenos.

Have you seen the show line 
up from the Drama Depart-
ment? Coretta King, A Midnight 
Summer’s Dream and The Toxic 
Avengers are being offered!

The Clarion is a great place for 
students to express themselves. 
Why isn’t there a line out the 
door to students submitting com-
plementary, poems, other arts, 
etc? It’s your paper!

Did you know the school offers 
boxing and scuba diving classes? 
Cooking classes? Holy cow!

Have you really noticed the 
student body? We’re a micro-
cosm of the world! The diversity 
is amazing! I wish someone, 
anyone, would meet with me at 
lunch on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days in the Tartan Market. I want 
to learn about you! As many as 
possible. Learning is much more 
than books, lectures and tests.

Eighteen months ago, I moved 
from the culturally wonder-
ful DC/Northern VA. Due to 
finances we moved to the most 
affordable place possible. Lovely 
neighbors, but all so very white. 
As a white person myself I fear 
becoming invisible I all that 
whiteness.

And since I’m a liberal, 
tree-hugging hippy, I’m the odd 
wo(man) out.  I was the only one 
who wanted to go the women’s 
march in DC out of all those 
from my neighborhood. That was 
shocking to me. So, you millen-
nials, we’re here in a protected 
environment. Perfect time to 
learn about all flavors of human-
ity. I’m pretty certain we’re all 
delicious.

Also, is there a campus 
ministry here? As a Quaker, I’m 
always wanted to learn more. A 
spiritual life is a for happen life.

I can get $10.00 dental care 
here at Sinclair. I’m a broken 
student! Yes.

Just yesterday, I heard about a 
young man emerging and playing 
a ukulele while sitting on the 
floor in Blair Hall. What a lovely 
song: It gladdened my heart.

The kindness and courtesy I 
see the young students display 
here on campus warms the spirit. 
There I have the term “snow-
flake” I pursue, knowing it is my 
generation and the gen Xers who 
created you. We worked so hard 
at producing you, we missed the 
boat in allowing you to fail and 
get back up. Failure is nothing. 
It’s what you do with that failure.

A fellow student just alert-
ed me to the fact as a lifelong 
learner, one can use the pool of 
$20.00 a semester. How awesome 
is that? I did a triathlon at age 50 
and swimming is my sport.

Afterwards, that is import-
ant. Develop tougher skin and 
resistance. Then, you won’t be 
worried about crowd size. Over-
sensitizing can keep you stuck in 
worry.

Is there a suggestion box in 
the cafeteria? No cream cheese 
in sushi! Jalapenos on the salad 
bar and sandwich condiment 
bar! Maybe when I complete my 
classes, I’ll get a job in the Tartan 
Market as a cook, cuisine advisor 
on setter outers.

This has been my first semes-
ter at Sinclair. So far the ride has 
been a joy.

Carolyn Eskew

Memes of mass deception
Hannah Hamlin
Reporter 

Go onto Facebook, twit-
ter or Instagram. Scroll 
through and see how long 
it takes for you to find a 
meme. For myself, it takes 
less than a minute. 

Now I understand and 
thoroughly enjoy 
good old relatable 
meme about ear-
ly mornings with 
grumpy cat, but my 
enjoyment quickly 
turns into exasper-
ation when memes 
become politically 
charged, one sided 
arguments. 

It is my belief that 
when talking about 
current events and 
issues, we should 
be extremely 
conscious about 
how we present our 
opinion and the 
information that 
follows it.

In this day and 
age of technology, 
we have access to 
nearly any bit of 
information in just 
a Google search. 
You would think 
biased one-sided 
arguments would 
be vanishing by 
now, but they actually seem 
easier to find than ever. 

We’ve all seen the re-
porting over fake news 
and Facebook algorithms 
minimizing the diversity 
of the news we see, but as 
an adolescent in the age of 
social media, I think one 
of the sole ways we spread 
‘bad’ news, is with memes. 

Memes that within one 
line tell us that Liberals are 
dumb for X reason, that 
Trump hates minorities or 
that Clinton is like Hitler 
because some quote looks 
similar.

Memes are spreading 
misleading information 
within the few seconds it 
takes to read it, as if some 
political opinion is just that 
simple, when of course… 
it’s just not.

I think memes are be-
coming increasingly more 
popular because it’s an 
easy way to have an opin-

ion. If an opinion looks as 
simple as a meme makes it 
and we continue to ignore 
the other side, then we can 
always feel like we are 
right and the other side is 
just stupid. 

One of the most frustrat-
ing things about humans, is 
that we tend to just con-

sume all information if 
it aligns with our values. 
Ever see some shocking 
statistic or ‘fact’, like how 
many people who smoke 
marijuana end up in jail? 
Or that Islam glorifies 
religious suicide and hates 
women? 

Instead of people pulling 
out the magical rectangle in 
their pocket to doublecheck 
that intimidating force-fed 
information, we like and 
share because if my aunt 
Jane who I like posted it 
and there’s a source written 
at the bottom, it must be 
true. 

Don’t play into that 
game. Go ahead and search 
the source or try to find the 
statistical research. Most 
of the time I’ve found that 
it either doesn’t exist or it’s 
just very misconstrued and 
complicated information.

By approaching politics 
this way, you’re pretty 

much closing the door for 
meaningful debate that 
makes progress and pro-
motes unity. 

I know that when some-
one makes an offensive 
blanket statement about 
my opinions, it certainly 
doesn’t make me want to 
see their perspective or 

have a reasonable conversa-
tion. It just makes me want 
to say something general-
ized and offensive back. 
What’s the good in that?

Since we have access to 
a world of knowledge and 
reliable, well researched 
news, I urge you to stop 
sharing abrasive political 
memes and start using your 
own voice to make well 
composed, thought out and 
researched arguments. 

It doesn’t have to be an 
academic essay, just some-
thing that tells me more 
about why you do support 
or don’t support something 
than I would get from a 
flashy and ‘factual’ meme.

It’s time we stop polariz-
ing away from each other 
and learn to get along, so 
we can get stuff done.

My Voice

GonzosNoze | Muppet Wikia
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Jacob Kusnerik
Intern 

Celebrities have been feud-
ing and catfighting for years, 
much to the entertainment of 
audiences.
The idea of celebrity feuds 

has such appeal that a new 
TV series is being made, ded-
icated to retelling some of the 
most iconic and venomous 
fights in Tinseltown.
“Feuds,” developed by 

Ryan Murphy for FX, will be 
premiering March 5.  To kick 
things off, Murphy’s first 
season, entitled “Bette and 
Joan,” will be delving into 
the legendary feud between 
famous leading ladies Joan 
Crawford and Bette Davis 
that occurred during and 
after filming their 1962 film, 
“Whatever Happened to 
Baby Jane?”  
The lifelong feud was so 

bad that after Crawford died 

in 1977, Davis supposedly 
stated, “You should never say 
bad things about the dead, 
only good … Joan Crawford 
is dead. Good.”  
Here is a list of some of 

the most infamous celebrity 
feuds.
Elizabeth Taylor and Debbie 

Reynolds: This feud was the 
original Pitt-Jolie-Aniston 
triangle.  In 1958, after Reyn-
olds’s husband Eddie Fisher 
secretly started an affair with 
Taylor (who was a longtime 
friend of both), Reynolds was 
heartbroken.  
The two divorced in 1959, 

leaving him free to mar-
ry Taylor.  Fisher’s career 
suffered due to the scandal 
and he never reconciled with 
Reynolds; his and Taylor’s 
marriage lasted less than five 
years after she started an af-
fair with “Cleopatra” co-star 
Richard Burton,whom she 
later married.  

Reynolds and Taylor refused 
to speak to each other for 
seven years. The two women 
soon reconciled over drinks 
after getting on the same 
cruise ship. They even co-
starred together in the 2001 
film, “These Old Broads,” 
co-written by Carrie herself.  
The two remained close until 
Taylor’s death in 2011.  

Kenny Baker and Antho-
ny Daniels: You might not 
believe it, but the snips and 
spats between R2-D2 and 
C3-PO in the Star Wars films 
actually had some truth.  The 
feud between Baker (R2) 
and Daniels (C3) apparently 
started after Daniels ignored 
Baker when he tried to say 
hello to him and Baker con-

sidered it rude.  
Over the years, the two in-

sulted each other and refused 
to be together at gatherings.  
Daniels even later compared 
R2’s role to that of a bucket.  
William Shatner and George 

Takei: Or more specifical-
ly, Shatner and practical-
ly the whole “Star Trek” 
cast!  According to many 

reports, Shatner’s massive 
ego prompted fights and 
arguments between him and 
the others.  He infamously 
feuded with James Doohan 
(Scotty) for many years until 
they finally reconciled short-
ly before Doohan’s death.  
Lately, Shatner’s most 

infamous feud has been with 
George Takei (Sulu), both 

publicly denouncing each 
other to this day.  Ironically, 
the two had mended fences 
before, but they were burned 
after Shatner supposedly 
didn’t get a wedding invite 
from Takei, even though he 
said he’d sent one.
Mariah Carey and Eminem: 

After the rapper hinted to 
having an affair with Carey, 
Carey shot back with her 
song “Obsessed,” comparing 
Eminem to a stalker.  An-
gered by this, Eminem fired 
back with “The Warning,” 
a song saying that he would 
release saucy voicemails and 
messages that Carey sup-
posedly sent him.  So far, he 
hasn’t gone through with the 
threat, but things between the 
two have since been extreme-
ly chilly.
Taylor Swift and Katy 

Perry: Though it seems like 

many have a 
bone to pick 

with Swift these days (Kim 
Kardashian, Katy Perry etc.), 
probably one of the most 
famous and ongoing ones is 
her feud with Kanye West. 
West infamously interrupted 
Swift’s speech while she was 
receiving an award. Several 
years later West mentioned 
her in an unflattering way in 

his song. Swift claimed to 
have not known anything 
about the line in his song 
and claimed offense. How-
ever, both West and Kar-
dashian have said that she 
did indeed know about the 
lyric and supported it.
What are some of your 

favorite feuds between 
celebrities? 

Arts & Entertainment

Jacob Kusnerik
Intern 

Fans of the original “The 
Office” can now rejoice, for 
Ricky Gervais is reviving 
his character for a Netflix 
series.

Gervais has premiered 

“David Brent: Life on the 
Road” that follows his 
character as he explores his 
new job in the same docu-
mentary format.

Gervais’s character, the 
self-delusional and hypo-
critical former boss, David 
Brent, is back and we learn 
that 15 years after we last 
saw him, he’s now working 
as a traveling sales rep for a 
company that makes bath-
room products. His dreams 
of being a rock star haven’t 
diminished and decides to 
finally act on it.

Taking his pension to pay 
for expenses and a month’s 
unpaid leave, Brent decides 
to get his band, Foregone 
Conclusion, back together 
and do a UK tour, part-
nering with a friend who 
is hoping to be a rapper, 
Brent hopes to hit it big.  

Unfortunately his trou-
bling, hilarious antics and 
mayhem ensue, such as 
having to pay session mu-
sicians with some of said 
pension to pose as mem-
bers after the reunion falls 
through and his suppos-
edly heartfelt and diverse 
songs succeeding in only 
weirding out and insulting 
people.

Gervais was very pleased 
to do the film and to reprise 
his role, saying in Rolling 
Stone, “This film delves 
much more into his pri-

vate life than ”The Office” 
ever did and we really get 
to peel back the layers of 
this extraordinary, ordinary 
man.”

The British version of 
“The Office,” which ran 
for two seasons from 2001 
to 2003, was actually the 

inspiration behind many 
other international moc-
kumentary series about 
white-collar workers work-
ing crummy jobs under 
jerky bosses.  

This includes the popular 
American version starring 
Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson 
and John Krasinski that ran 
for nine seasons from 2005 
to 2013. 

When the movie first pre-
miered in its native Britain 
last year, it was a pretty 
big hit with fans of the old 
show and has since re-

ceived generally favorable 
reviews from most critics.  
Now people in America can 

see it on Netflix and also 
watch the original “The 
Office” as well. 

FX Networks  | YouTube

Netflix US & Canada | YouTube
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Your Voice
What do you find attractive in 

a significant other?
Welcome back to the Ombuddy 

Corner! 
The Ombuddy wants you to 

know that Sinclair’s so-
cial media sites are very 
active! 
If you want to meet 

some good people, 
learn about events on 
campus, and be inspired, 
check out our Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube, and 
Instagram pages. They are 
all accessible on Sinclair’s 
website!
The ombudsman is your 

student advocate! 
To learn more, visit www.

sinclair.edu/ombudsman.

Contributed by Amy  
Hartman.

Ombuddy  
Corner

Cayley Baker
Biology

“They have to be somebody you can trust. Your 
best friend but more than your best friend... 
Someone you can say anything to, you can share 
your deepest darkest most embarrassing secrets.”

Eros Byers
Chemistry

“Someone that can make you smile, even on your 
worst days. Eyes, smile, and if they’re funny, 
awesome.”

Kim Jordan
Modern Languages 

“If it’s somebody I don’t know, their looks are 
important. I fell in love with my boyfriend be-
cause he has humor; he is a really open person. 
He listens, and he cares about my feelings.”

Nathan Capps
International Business Management

“Level headed, courteous, funny, respectful, 
understanding, down to Earth, good hearted, 
Christian, willing to be open, and gives input 
when going out to eat.”
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For more comics and 
animation visit 

FilbertCartoons.com

Filbert Cartoons
Created by: 

La Bonte

Clarion Cartoons

Welcome to the weekly “How To” column with creative director, Brittany Fletcher. Each week Brittany will be giving you advice on how to do things you 
probably didn’t know you needed to know how to do. Brittany is not a professional at most of these things, so her advice is not meant to be taken 100% serious. 

How to be a supervillain

Brittany Fletcher
Creative Director 

Being a superhero isn’t 
a job that everyone wants. 
Some people just enjoy 
being bad. They like to 
cause mischief and commit 
crimes.

I’m not saying that I 
advocate these things, but 
sometimes you just want to 
be the supervillain of your 
action-packed life.

Since I gave you the 
“best” life advice on be-
coming a superhero last 
week, this week is about 
the exact opposite.

First, unlike heroes, 
you don’t need a su-
perpower. There are plenty 
of villains without them. 

Some villains just commit 
super crimes like extortion 
and running a mob. Other 
villains do have powers, but 
if you’re looking for that I’d 
refer back to the superhero 
how to because it’s the same 
basic concept on how to 

obtain those.
Now you need 

to work on your 
evil laugh. For 
some reason, 

most villains 
have an evil 

laugh. I don’t 
understand 
this, but I 
suppose it’s 
funny to 

thwart your 
nemesis.
Your laugh 

needs to be more of a 
“mua-hahahaha” rather than 
a “heeheehee.” Or you could 
go with a cackle instead of a 
giggle. You should practice 
and figure out what works 
for you.

You’re also going to need 
some backstory on why you 
are so evil. Did someone 
hurt you in the past, 
specifically the 
superhero of your 
story? Are you 
trying to seek 
vengeance on 
someone? Did 
someone 
hurt a fami-
ly member 
or friend 
of yours?

These 
are all import-
ant questions. 
They will help 
you determine 
what kind of 
crime sprees to get into.

You’ll need to build up 
your persistence and deter-
mination. The superhero 
almost always wins, but you 
must remember to never 
give up and keep trying. 
Does the Joker give up 
when Batman sends him 
to Arkham Asylum? Does 
Loki ever stop being a mis-
chievous pest?

The answer is NO. These 
villains know what it means 
to never stop going after 
their dreams. You’ll learn 
that, too. I have faith in you.

Now this next part is a bit 
weird, but just hear me out.

You don’t have to be 
pretty to be a supervillain. 
There are plenty of unat-
tractive villains, like Wilson 
Fisk from ‘Daredevil’ or 
Thanos from ‘Guardians of 
the Galaxy.’

My point is that villains 
are accepted by their breth-

ren no matter what. You 
can have flowing locks 
like Loki or be bald like 
Fisk. You have a very 

blue alien head like 
Thanos or you can 
be an old gent like 

Magneto.
(Superheroes can’t say 

the same about them-
selves because, for some 
odd reason, most of them 

are highly attractive.) 
Last, but not least, you need 
henchmen or minions. (No, 
I don’t mean the little 
yellow jellybeans from 
‘Despicable Me.’)

You need some 
semi-mindless 
people or aliens or 
whatever to help 
you achieve your 
plans. These henchmen are 

useful for helping build de-
vices and execute get-away 
plans.

If the Justice League 
comes after you, you’re 
going to want to help from 
some your henchmen.

Overall, even if no one 
liked me because I was the 
villain of my action story, 
I’d still choose that over 
being a hero.

I wouldn’t have to be pic-
ture-perfect for the civilians, 
and I wouldn’t have to live 
up to anyone’s expectations 
(except my own.) I think it 
would be great.

In fact, if any of you have 
some cool supervillain (or 
superhero) ideas send them 
to me at clarion@sinclair.
edu.

Julian Fong | Flickr

Julian Fong | Flickr

Julian Fong | Flickr

Welcome back to the Ombuddy 
Corner! 
The Ombuddy wants you to 

know that Sinclair’s so-
cial media sites are very 
active! 
If you want to meet 

some good people, 
learn about events on 
campus, and be inspired, 
check out our Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube, and 
Instagram pages. They are 
all accessible on Sinclair’s 
website!
The ombudsman is your 

student advocate! 
To learn more, visit www.

sinclair.edu/ombudsman.

Contributed by Amy  
Hartman.
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Across
1 “It’s not easy to 

__”: Five for Fighting 
lyric

5 Sun, for one
10 Omegas, in the 

electrical world
14 Field beasts
15 Manual
16 Central points
17 Jack Blum’s 

“Meatballs” character
18 House work?
19 Work meas.

20 “Am I clear, 
George?”?

23 Incitements
24 Wonderstruck
27 Manuscript mark
28 “Okay, so it’s 

THAT dictionary”?
32 9, often: Abbr.
34 Have something
35 Symbols of elu-

siveness
36 Govt. stipend 

provider
39 “The Ten Com-

mandments” (1956) 
director

42 AAA offering
43 It’s near the funny 

bone
45 Reaction to a 

71-Across
46 Embarrassing 

marks
48 Former space 

sports group?
51 Nursery buy
54 Roosevelt feature 

partially carved on 

Rushmore
55 Jordan River 

outlet
58 Little Spanish 

range?
62 “Oops!”
64 Sneeze, say
65 Tilted position
66 Mexican bread
67 Early anesthetic
68 New __
69 Winter Olympics 

jump
70 Loud
71 Taboo that hints at 

this puzzle’s theme

Down
1 Certain pears
2 Americans in Par-

is, maybe
3 Be dead serious
4 Biology subjects
5 Halloween cos-

tume
6 Cary’s love interest 

in “Houseboat”
7 Too precious, in 

Portsmouth
8 Quattro competitor
9 Ocean output
10 Cause of hurt 

feelings
11 Sticky spot
12 Ligament com-

monly injured in 
football

13 Ted, to Bobby
21 Exposed
22 Sci-fi pic series
25 Temporary skin 

damage
26 Gaelic tongue
29 Narrowly defined 

verse
30 Wheaton who 

played Wesley on “Star 
Trek: T.N.G.”

31 Women’s issue
33 Org. that opened 

a Bob Barker building 
in 2012

36 Tidy amounts
37 Tongue problem?
38 At peace
40 Stir-fry sprinkle
41 Key of four Bee-

thoven piano sonatas
44 “The anesthesia 

by which we endure 
the operation of life”: 
Shaw

47 Recycle item
49 User’s way out
50 Brought out
52 Panini cheese
53 Skin Bracer 

maker
56 Contest form
57 The Jetsons’ dog
59 The Snake R. 

forms part of its east-
ern border

60 Prefix with 
physics

61 Kala-
nikupule’s 
kingdom

62 German 
grandpa

63 Evil eye

Crossword Puzzle

Last Edition’s Solution

Campus Life

February 14, 2017
Winter Wonderland

Building 8, Stage
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

 February 14, 2017
Sinclair Talks: Student 

Resources: Sinclair 
C.A.R.E.S. About You

Building 8, Stage
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.

February 15, 2017
Sinclair Talks: Student 

Resources: Identify 
Healthy vs. Unhealthy 

Relationships
Building 2, Room 334

2 p.m. - 3 p.m.

February 16, 2017
Sinclair Theatre: A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream

Building 2, Blair Hall 
Theatre

7 p.m - 9 p.m.

February 17, 2017
Sinclair Theatre: A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream

Building 2, Blair Hall 
Theatre

8 p.m - 10 p.m.

February 16, 2017
Sinclair Theatre: A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream

Building 2, Blair Hall 
Theatre

8 p.m - 10 p.m.

Campus
Calendar 

Weird Weekly  
Holidays
February 15, 2016

National Gum Drop Day

February 18, 2016
National Battery Day

February 19, 2016
National Chocolate 

Mint Day

February 20, 2016
Hoodie Hoo Day

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Gu
es

t Bob Evans 
Restaurant & 
Fusian Sushi

Lee’s Famous Recipe 
Chicken Panda Express Qdoba Mexican Grill Gyro Palace

Si
m

m
er Chili Con Carne

Italian Wedding 
Soup

Chili Con Carne
Hearty Lentil & Potato 

Soup

Chili Con Carne
Chicken Double  

Noodle Soup

Chili Con Carne
Minestrone Soup

Chili Con Carne
New England Clam 

Chowder

Si
zz

le Grilled Chicken 
& Bacon Panini Steakhouse Angus Burger Southwest Grilled 

Chicken Sandwich
Grilled Four Cheese 

Sandwich
Beer-Battered Cod 

Sandwich
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Loaded Potato 
Pizza

Philly Cheesesteak  
Mini Rolletto

Buffalo Chicken 
Pizza Four Cheese Stromboli Mushroom Pizza

D
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Sandwich: Chicken & Hummus Ciabatta Wrap: Soutwestern Chicken Chipotle Wrap

M
ai

n 
St

. 
Ca

fe Grilled Reuben Turkey & Swiss  
Sandwich

BBQ Turkey &  
Cheddar Melt Pepperoni Calzone N/A
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Linda C. Black Horoscopes: by Nancy Black. Distributed by MCT Information Services 

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23  
Step into leadership for a passion. 
Contribute your talents for a good cause. 
Clarify intentions and expectations 
before beginning. Invest time and money 
strategically. Follow your heart.

Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 21  
Learn from the competition. Review 
and consider upcoming plans. Study 
your options. Relax and let your 
imagination wander. Share private 
moments with someone special.

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21  
Socialize and mingle with interesting peo-
ple. Friends open unconsidered possibili-
ties. Brilliant ideas come in playful interac-
tions. Share what you’re learning, and help 
each other out

Capricorn: Dec. 22 – Jan.19  
Someone important is paying attention to your 
performance. Watch out for bizarre requests. 
Consult an all-knowing friend whose expertise 
comes in very useful.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 – Feb. 18  
Make an investment in your own 
comfort along the road. Find something 
to remind you of the trip. Capture 
images and stories as you go.

Pisces: Feb. 19 – March 20  
Find ways to grow family accounts. Deal 
with legal affairs and insurance. Play things 
strictly by the book. Guard against technical 
glitches. Update your passwords.

Aries: March 21 – April 19  
Pay attention to what you’re partner’s saying. 
Value experience over fantasy. Share respon-
sibilities to get ahead. Express your apprecia-
tion in word and deed.

Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22  
There’s money to be made. Keep track of 
what’s coming in and going out. Rely on 
trusted allies. Dress for success, and get into 
communication.

Taurus: April 20 – May 20  
There’s plenty to keep you busy today and 
tomorrow. Keep exercise routines. Build 
core strength. Eat and rest well. Do what’s 
best for your heart.

Gemini: May 21 – June 21  
Relax and have fun. Practice your favorite arts and 
skills. Create works of beauty, flavor and humor. 
Let the small stuff go. Keep your own score.

Cancer: June 22 – July 22  
Home and family take priority. Clean, organize 

and beautify your place. Give something un-
der-utilized a new purpose. Avoid impulsive 

behavior. Plan your moves.

Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22  
Avoid getting into arguments you can never, 
ever win. The moon is creating some emo-
tional melodrama with people in your life, 
but you don’t have to get drawn into it. Try to 
remain centered within yourself instead.

The objective of the game 
is to fill all the blank squares 
in a game with the correct 
numbers. There are three very 
simple constraints to follow. In 
a 9 by 9 square Sudoku game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must 

include all digits 1 through 9 
in any order.

• Every column of 9 numbers 
must include all digits 1 
through 9 in any order.

• Every 3 by 3 subsection 
of the 9 by 9 square must 
include all digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins 

with some squares already 
filled in, and the difficulty of 
each game is due to how 
many squares are filled in. The 
more squares that are known, 
the easier it is to figure out 
which numbers go in the open 
squares. As you fill in squares 

correctly, options for the re-
maining squares are narrowed 
and it becomes easier to fill 
them in.

Sudoku Tips: Start by 
looking for numbers that occur 
frequently in the initial puzzle. 
For example, say you have a lot 
of 5’s in the initial puzzle. Look 
for the 3x3 box where there is 
no 5. Look for 5’s in other rows 
and columns that can help you 
eliminate where the 5 might go 
in tht box. If there is a 5 in col-
umns 1 and 2, then there can’t 
be a 5 anywhere else in either 
of those columns. You know 
then that whatever leftmost 3x3 
box that is missing a 5 must 
have it go in column 3. If you 
can eliminate all the possibilities 
in that box except for 1 square, 
you’ve got it down!
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Meet…
Chastity Irwin, the self-pro-

claimed “non-traditional, 
traditional” student, who is 
completing her second year of 
her Communication major. As 
a proud mother of 19-year-old 
Jessica, and a strong marriage 
to her best friend, Irwin’s 
story reveals that sacrifice, 
perseverance, love and faith 
are her ways to happiness and 
success. 
Why She’s Interesting…. 

Irwin’s positively energized 
attitude towards life makes her 
notable. According to Irwin, 
she keeps her mind set on 
growth.

“We all battle and try to be 
the best versions of ourselves 
each day and hopefully by the 
time I leave Sinclair, I will be 

a little more fabulous, a little 
stronger,” she said.

Irwin said that she devel-
oped that outlook after an ex-
perience in which she almost 
lost her daughter

Irwin’s daughter, Jessica 
Waters, was diagnosed with 

epilepsy, a condition that 
makes her prone to erratic 
seizures. According to Irwin, 
fear gripped her in the mid-
dle of her college career as 
this situation befell her, and 
she simply stopped attending 
classes and that eventually led 

to her dropping out of school. 
“When facing trying times, 

you learn a lot from fear. You 
are forced to reprioritize ev-
erything and [re-examine] who 
you believe in,” Irwin said.  

With this in mind, Irwin said 
she chose to sacrifice strength-
ening herself in the middle 
of her career to strengthen 
her family. With her daughter 
withdrawing into a shell, Irwin 
practically forced her to attend 
a camp for kids with epilepsy 
and from it, Jessica, according 
to Irwin, broke out of her own 
fear and went on to establish a 
nonprofit organization called 
“Cupcakes for Camp.”

Jessica, having her mother’s 
support from day one, went on 
to be the most decorated teen 
on the East Coast and visited 
the White House on six differ-
ent occasions—which in many 
perspectives is defined as the 
ultimate success. 

As a proud mother, Irwin 
saw her daughter accomplish 
all these feats and eventually 
enroll in the University of 

Kentucky. From there, Irwin 
picked up where she left off 
years prior and enrolled in 
Sinclair Community College. 

“Sometimes, we have to 
stop just having faith in others 
and begin to also have faith in 
ourselves... have faith that we 
can accomplish great things,” 
Irwin said. “The only thing 
that will kill fear is strength 
and love because when we are 
fearful, we are weak.”  

Irwin’s message to her 
community is, “I would want 
people to know I was thank-
ful and that if they ever had a 
doubt, I loved them.” 

With that, Irwin pushes 
forward in a rigidly optimistic 
fashion as she nears the end 
of this phase of her life as a 
student. 

“The end product of a 
person is just the beginning,” 
Irwin said.

She looks forward to con-
tributing to building the Sin-
clair Community post-grad-
uation by landing a job in the 
college.

faces.
Cultural views of beauty 

norms are vastly different 
across the globe. Move-
ments like Body Positivity 
often challenge the norms 
of cultures that stress at-
tractiveness.

Entire markets consist of 
beauty products to change 
appearances for a variety 
of desired effects. Some 
cultures, like in South 
Korea, embrace norms like 
plastic surgery.

The Economist reports 
the findings of a study in 
Israel that investigated the 
differences when males and 
females submitted photos 
with their resumes.

While this practice is 
not popular or expected in 
America, it is one that is 
more common in European 
and Asian countries.

“Attractive females were 
less likely to be offered an 
interview if they included 
a mugshot. When apply-
ing directly to a company 
(rather than through an 
agency),” the study reports.

While judging a book by 
its cover may be discour-
aged, Kramer, King and 

Ward found in 2011 that 
4 of the Big 5 personality 
traits could be inferred 
with limited accuracy 
through facial perception.

Common stereotypes 
may present the notion that 
the female appearance is 
most significant, yet the 
discrimination in hiring 
reportedly affects men’s 
income more.

The Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics report of 2016 lists 
a disparity by 
sex for executive 
positions and 
business lines 
of work, where 
appearance and 
branding can be 
considered more 
central in rela-
tion to an em-
ployee’s hireabil-
ity and earnings.

Another depar-
ture in the halo 
effect occurs 
when it accounts 
for weight. 

The bias to 
believe positive 
personality traits 
are connected 
to an attractive 
person may be 

most prevalent 
for overweight 
women, ac-
cording to the 

findings of Register and 
Williams.

Their study of wom-
en indicated that when 
controlled for variables 
like education, race and 
geographic location, over-
weight women made on av-
erage 12 percent less than 
their slimmer counterparts.

Height, one factor to the 
BMI determination, may 
also influence any one 
person’s idea of  beauty. 

Accord-
ing to Sybil 
Geldart’s 
“The re-
lationship 
between 
rater’s 
height and 
perceptions 
of attrac-
tiveness,” 
even the 
angle one 
views 
the world 
factors into 
attractive-
ness.

From the 

angle beauty is perceived, 
to the cultural lens through 
which it is filtered and 
the biological dispositions 
innate in humans, attrac-
tiveness is multi-faceted 
and unique. 

Geldart found that taller 
individuals created attrac-
tive computerized faces 
with larger ratios of fore-
head height to chin, while 
shorter individuals tended 
to create faces with smaller 
foreheads and larger chins.

There might be more to 
looks than meets the eye.

Hotness and hireability
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Beauty continued from page 1
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